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ABSTRACT

The Operational Staff: Keeping Pace With Change?
by MAJ Drew N. Early, USA, 59 pages.

This monograph examines the US Army operational level staff. Although the staff's importance to operational success is recognized, it remains the product of evolutionary development. Rather than adapting in a proactive manner, changes in staff structure and organization merely respond to previous conditions and problems.

The monograph first provides a background of staff development. The history of the staff is analyzed, assessing the relationship between changes in the conditions of warfare and the need for appropriate staff representation. Establishing this relationship provides insight into requirements for today's staff.

A doctrinal analysis examines the present role and functions of the operational level staff. This analysis is made, considering the significant mission changes that are associated with full-dimensional operations in a force projection environment. The assessment uses lessons learned from recent experiences. Recommendations for improving problem areas are combined with doctrinal insights that suggest modifications to current staff structure and functions. These modifications will bring US Army command and control processes in line with warfighting doctrine.
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Introduction

Much thought and study is given to understanding the roles that technology, tactics, and new organizations play in warfare. Significant by its absence, though, is any large body of work that deals with the military staff. This absence is even more perplexing given the large amount of resources that the modern staff both consumes and controls, and the critical role that it plays in military operations.

This monograph analyzes the staff at the operational level of war. This study assesses the current US Army staff structure's ability to support the conduct of full-dimensional operations in a force projection environment. (Note: full-dimensional operations are defined as those operations encompassing "the application of all capabilities available to a commander to accomplish his mission decisively and at least cost across the full range of possible operations.") This assessment is done with a view toward improving the current staff. The traditional view of the staff needs to change in order to keep pace with new US strategy and doctrine.

The monograph shows that the process of changing the staff has been evolutionary in nature, just as is the institution of the staff, itself. The staff has
evolved in function and structure, responding to changes in the conduct of military operations at the operational level.

Herein lies the true value of this monograph. Taking a proactive approach to determine what the staff’s role and organization should look like, rather than accepting the current institution, as is, seems to be of value. This becomes even more relevant in an era of constrained resources, where maximum utility needs to be extracted from every asset. The resources involving current command and control (C2) systems, of which the staff plays a significant role, are substantial. It follows, then, that military professionals should demand the best possible usage of all elements associated with C2 and design a C2 structure that is in consonance with warfighting doctrine.

Naturally, recommendations for changing the existing staff structure are made in the context of what will be needed in the future, rather than what has been of value in the past. It does not necessarily follow that today’s staff structure is the best, or that it cannot be improved in order to be more effective in future operations.

This monograph specifically focuses on the role of the staff in support of the conduct of war at the
operational level. Special emphasis is placed on the significant changes that are associated with full-dimensional operations. At the same time, an underlying theme is adhered to in this monograph. The staff exists for only one purpose—to serve and support the commander.

An overview of the historical development of the institution of the staff is provided, along with a detailed analysis of those changes made in the staff by commanders as they strove to adjust to changes in the conduct of war, itself. A doctrinal assessment of the current staff analyzes the effectiveness of this organization to facilitate full-dimensional operations. This assessment provides some clues to necessary changes in staff structure and manning. The conclusion summarizes the research results and presents recommended modifications to basic staff structure and resourcing.

**Historical Overview**

"Attach importance to the creation of a brain trust, which knows how to train staff officers as thinkers. They should not be used as copy clerks or orderlies. This is the only way in which a commander can pool the wisdom of his staff."

Sun Tzu

As alluded to in Sun Tzu's *Art of War*, warlords
and high commanders of ancient China had some type of staff advisors. The Chinese experience of Sun Tzu's time is contemporary with that of the Assyrians (roughly 600 B.C.). However, even earlier indications of a type of rudimentary staff organization date back to ancient Egypt and the reign of Thothmes I as Pharaoh. This is documented by references to a staff that Thothmes made. This would then place initial indications of a form of staff at around 1600 B.C.

The historical foundations of the staff date back to ancient times, reflecting the basic purpose of the staff. The staff simply exists to provide the commander with an element of control. The staff itself is one of the most basic methods for exercising control, as ancient commanders were quick to realize.

Although staffs existed among these civilizations, they were still primitive. Documented Egyptian, Greek, and Persian staffing efforts were all rudimentary. The basic purpose of the staff remained constant throughout this period. It still adhered to its prime function of "... supporting the footsteps of the commander." For this reason, the staff would not undergo any drastic revision until the nature of warfare itself began to significantly change.
The era of Gustavus Adolphus first heralded this change. Characteristics of a shift towards a more complex form of war included mobile artillery and an emerging use of combined arms tactics. Staff officers increasingly shouldered the associated administrative complexities of more modern armies. This allowed the commander the freedom to concentrate on operational details, which became increasingly complicated.

Land warfare strategy revolved around the concentration and application of force as a function of sheer mass. Yet the emergence of various combinations of arms and formations began to impact on success in the battlefield. Sheer mass could only provide for success from the perspective of force concentration. The skillful application of combined arms, however, could provide for efficiencies in force that could approach the same effects as mass, at a given point. In either case, the numerical span of control required for mass or the evolving complexity associated with diverse formations of different arms necessitated a more complex and hierarchial control structure.

France developed a real capability in this regard. An intellectually gifted soldier, de Bourcet, formally produced some of the first military staffing concepts, as well as establishing a formal educational program for training staff officers. For its time, this
emerging French system of C2 surpassed all other forms in Europe.¹⁸

During this period, the basic purpose of the staff would remain relatively unchanged—extending the leader’s span of control through the assistance and efforts of others.¹⁹ Span of control had become a real issue. As the first fruits of the Industrial Revolution and nationalism combined to produce a previously unimagined potential for mass armies, forces were capable of sustaining operations over greater periods of time and depth. Increased complexities in the nature of military operations created C2 difficulties in the effective use of these larger formations.²⁰

Napoleon devised a staff structure that was able to control and manage the flow of information to him.²¹ At the same time, he extended the breadth of the battlefield. This was a function of an increased French Army capability to generate larger formations due to the levée en masse and nationalistic fervor. This extension of the battlefield, in turn, exacerbated span of control problems. Napoleon solved this problem by decentralizing operations via subordinate commanders and de Bourcet’s invention of the division.²² Then, the staff would serve as a chief means of control in coordinating the activities of these subordinate
organizations.

As a head of state, Napoleon also had duties of a non-military nature to perform. Again, he turned to the concept of a staff to assist him. He placed the responsibility for those administrative tasks associated with state duties on another, parallel staff agency under Daru's supervision. Daru would serve as Napoleon's principal civil administrator throughout his reign.

Other nations had also perceived that some form of staff expertise played a role in successful military organizations. By 1798, the American experience resulted in a recommendation by George Washington. He proposed a functional orientation to US staffs, including positions for a Quartermaster, Inspector General, Adjutant, Paymaster, and Surgeon. Further modifications followed. In 1813, Congressional legislation mandated an Apothecary General and established a Topographical Department within the War Department.

Prussia, too, believed that the mechanism of the staff had utility. Grappling with the mystery of Napoleonic success, Scharnhorst and his reformers recognized the need to extend the commander's control capability on the battlefield. This, coupled with the increasing demands on military administration as
formations became ever more diverse and numerous, resulted in a growth of the staff from regimental to corps and Army levels. 

Three significant areas marked further changes in the condition of warfare during the mid-1800s. These were improved highway and rail systems, progress in mapmaking techniques and procedures, and increases in firepower accuracy, range, and ease of reloading.

Improved transportation networks extended the relative effectiveness of forces by increasing speed and mobility. Coupled with improvements in mapmaking, this allowed for staff planning and execution across much larger areas, thus extending the width and depth of the battlefield.

The improvements in firepower were most notable among the infantry. Previous tactics that supported massed fires from smoothbore weapons rapidly gave way to the new, extended threat of the rifleman. The close formations of the Napoleonic way of war would slowly begin to open up and disperse. This further extended the immediate dimensions of the close battlefield.

All these changes had an associated effect on staffing during the American Civil War. Initial attempts at C2 were frustrated by the size of the mass formations. Commanders did not know how to employ the individual piece parts of their component arms to best
effect, nor did they have an appropriate staff organization to assist them. Much of the development of Civil War staffs was made on a case-by-case basis.

Some Union leaders exhibited an appreciation of the extended battlefield. The necessity of functional staff experts (particularly in transportation and logistics) was apparent to the more gifted generals. Accordingly, they individually made the modifications to gain necessary staff expertise in these areas, allowing the commanders to accommodate the changes in the conditions of warfare. This allowed commanders to maintain their focus on the issue at hand—winning the war.

With his own background as a past president of a railroad, McClellan understood the significance of rail on military operations. He clearly delineated staffing responsibilities for rail operations, placing it under the purview of the Quartermaster Department. He also appreciated the logistical difficulties associated with the movement and sustainment of mass forces. After the Union logistical disaster of the Peninsular Campaign, McClellan quickly took steps to establish staffing responsibilities for logistics within the Army of the Potomac.

Sherman, too, appreciated the extended battlefield
and the necessary staffing required to control forces throughout its extended dimensions. He grasped the changes wrought by the advent of rail and incorporated its capabilities into his operational scheme, "taking a railhead with him into the field at all times." The adequate sustainment of massed forces on the move necessitated a close coordination between Sherman and his chief logistical planner, L. C. Easton. Sherman learned to include Easton in all aspects of operational planning.

Civil War staffs of Union Corps began to take on an appreciable size, but this size would vary from one commander to the next. As an example, McClernand's XIII Corps headquarters during the Vicksburg campaign reported 402 present for duty while others during the same campaign were smaller.

The growth of Civil War staffs did have some negative effects. Even a gifted military administrator like Sherman who had seen the efficiencies of the Prussian system during an 1858 European staff ride would comment disparagingly on the bulkiness of some individual staffs. Due to the ad hoc nature of corps staffs, they were both far less elaborate (and efficient) than their Napoleonic counterparts. In Sherman's view, a small staff "...implies activity and concentrations of purpose" as opposed to the bulky
retinues with which some political commanders surrounded themselves.

Changes in the conditions of warfare were not limited to the American experience. Many nations felt the effects of the Industrial Revolution, with new technological innovations affecting and enhancing military capabilities. These effects included overall improvements in socio-economic standards, medical advances, modern farming techniques, and improved food preservation techniques. All these effects continued to contribute to a capability for a nation state to have larger, healthier populations, hence more of a potential to generate and maintain mass armies. With the more frequent circumstance of mass formations, came an ever increasing need for augmentation to the commander’s existing C2 capabilities. This resulted in more and more reliance on, and expansion of the staff.

Typically, nations kept with the Napoleonic line and staff model for achieving C2. A divergence in approach to staff techniques began to develop in the mid-1800s. The French would maintain their Napoleonic traditions with their staff model, and would supplement this existing staff with a proliferation of additional staff officers specializing in one specific functional area.

Meanwhile, Scandinavian and Prussian armies
approached C2 differently. They established functional responsibilities within the mechanism of their existing staff model, and would increase the responsibilities of the appropriate staff agency, as necessary, rather than appoint a new functional specialist to the staff.30 Both schools of thought recognized that the staff played a key role in C2.

The efficiency of the Prussian approach proved itself. Some examiners of this phenomenon felt that the key to later German successes was their General Staff concept. In the mechanism of the General Staff, they were able to institutionalize military excellence40 or military genius, itself.4 This capacity for institutionalized genius became particularly important since the battlefield had expanded beyond the practical limits of a single commander.

The Germans appeared to be able to reconcile the disparate requirements of satisfying administrative necessities while not attenuating the commander’s control.49 In the conduct of operational art, then, the track record of the Prussians made them an attractive model for other staffs. Many factors led to Germanic successes against the Austrians, Danish and French in the mid to late 1800s. This included their rigorous approach to the mechanism of the staff.49 In
the US, some perceptive thinkers would turn toward an examination of the Prussian approach in the aftermath of the American Civil War."

Other nations, too, saw the need for an effective staff structure. Russia sought to achieve Prussian military prowess by copying its staff structure. General Dragomirov was a Czarist military observer to the Prussians during their campaign in 1866. He quickly grasped the significance that the railroad had played in altering the conditions of warfare and established a railway department within the Russian Main Staff that he based on the Prussian model."

Later, in 1895, Yuan would do the same by establishing various staff systems for China's New Army."

All these efforts demonstrated that a technological component had weighed heavily in modifying the nature of war at both the tactical and operational level. Battlefields had become more extended, especially due to the numerically larger armies that industrial societies could generate, sustain, and reconstitute, all as a result of the gains of the Industrial Revolution. The increase in numerical strength of armies was directly responsible for a corresponding increase in the need for a staff." Operations could potentially cover much more area. The lesson taken from this was that war in a
The technological age had to be guided by experts."

The Boer War and the Spanish American War reinforced this point. In particular, inexpert staff work directly caused many problems during the Spanish American War. Reformers received renewed impetus in their activities to reshape the US military**, to include its staff elements. These reforms would ultimately take place under the aegis of Elihu Root.

Likewise, British staffing inadequacies were glaringly apparent at the start of the 1899 Boer War, with no contingency plans available and even such elemental items as maps being in short supply.** This would spark reform efforts such as those as proposed by Aston in the UK, who both recognized and placed emphasis on the use of staff officers as control mechanisms to preclude future occurrences of the Boer War's errors.**

Technology continued to play an ever increasing role on the nature of war. With the zenith of the Industrial Revolution, the capability for mass armies and firepower would overwhelm existing C2 architectures. The battlefields continued to expand along with an associated increase in span of control for the commander, whose technological capability to exert this control was limited to wire communication. Headquarters and staffs became static in order to take
advantage of the only adequate means of communication of the time." Allied staffs in particular began to increase in size in part due to ever increasing specialization of staff officers, (even lending to the origins of the term "special staff officer"), and in part due to the static nature of higher headquarters.

Still, the staffing accomplishments of the First World War for the US Army are noteworthy. The French C2 structure had impressed Pershing. This experience established the foundation of the current staff structure with its familiar designations of G-1 through G-5. (The G-1 section is responsible for administrative functions, the G-2 section is responsible for intelligence and security matters, the G-3 section is concerned with operations and the overall coordination of planning, the G-4 section is responsible for logistics, and the G-5 section handles civil-military relations). The origins of these sections are founded in an American Expeditionary Force General Order dated 16 February, 1918, which followed the French model for C2.53

A proliferation of special staff officers also occurred—the result of an increasing technologically complex battlefield. Still, the Army could take justifiable pride in its accomplishments in terms of innovative, adaptive, and effective C2 arrangements for
this period, in comparison to the past." This is especially noteworthy when one considers that this same staff mechanism has served the Army, even through today.

Staff interest in the post Great War era mainly involved the Soviets, as they struggled to develop control mechanisms to support their efforts to establish Soviet society throughout the former Imperial Russia. Many Soviets exhibited a healthy interest in the staff's role in C2. Tukachevsky believed that the staff played its most important role in ensuring cooperative efforts between different types of troops." B. M. Shaposhnikov examined staff structure closely, ultimately determining that the staff was necessary both for the preparation as well as the actual conduct of war." Shaposhnikov's writings on operational and strategic level staffs maintained their relevance even into modern Soviet military thought."

Soviet fascination with the German staff approach transcended imitative flattery. The German General Staff had an implicit capability for a high degree of centralization, if desired. This accorded well with desires of the Soviet political structure to be able to exercise and maintain control." The advent of ever more sophisticated and varied technologies in this period saw a continued expansion
of special staff officers. As armies became increasingly technical in nature, their bureaucratic structures grew accordingly. The age of the specialist was approaching. The only logical approach toward more specialization seemed to be a concurrent growth in the use of specialized staff officers.

It is important to note that technology interested the commander not for the sake of technology alone, instead, what that technology could do for him. Technology was manifesting its effects on the battlefield, affecting the precepts of concentration of force, employment of combined arms and the maintenance of command and unity of effort. These precepts were what the US Army was anxious to incorporate, not technology for its own sake.

Increasing technological complexity produced organizational changes as armies wrestled with combined arms tactics and new methods of employment in differing environments. These changes, in turn, increased the complexity of war, necessitating even further the need for professionals, both line and staff. The staff assumed a greater role in the planning and management of this complexity.

The World War II experience illustrated the need for a staff that could assist in the functions associated with control. Armies fought in an ever more
complex and distributed environment." The need for a responsive staff organization increased, a staff that was capable of operating within this new environment.

The responsiveness and efficiency provided by a workable staff structure first came into direct contrast with the Germanic generalist approach and the US functional/special staff officer approach in North Africa. The increased potential for accelerated tempo was used effectively by Rommel against the unfortunate US II Corps commander, Fredenhall. Fredenhall was recognized as an excellent peacetime general, but he did not grasp the changes in the tempo of war afforded by airplanes and motorized ground vehicles."

This success was in no small measure due to the responsive nature of the higher level German staffs. Traditionally, a small cell of generalists were involved continually in all actions of the organization, gaining an extensive knowledge and overview of the organization." The operations chief doubled as the chief of staff and formally trained general staff officers were concentrated in a small cell (Section 1-Operations) with two subordinate offices (Section 1b-Supply and Section 1c-Intelligence) under this cell."

The German Army and its staffs continued to pursue "...a single minded concentration on the operational
aspects of war." It maintained its narrow focus and
generalist approach to staffing matters from its
Prussian origins.

The German Army's operational focus in the Second
World War revolved around the Army group. For the
German Army, an Army group resembled a corps in that it
was an operational headquarters." Its associated
staff retained the chief Germanic characteristic of
intense focus. In fact, German Army staffs at all
levels were tactical and operational mechanisms above
all else. They retained their focus by concentrating
on a primary function—providing direction in combat
while devoting the absolute minimum effort necessary
for all other tasks." They accomplished this by
their intentional emphasis on comparatively smaller
staffs, staffed with generalists who had functional
training that allowed for coordinated staff planning
and action among a smaller number of action officers.

Due to numerous modifications made in actual staff
organizational structure by each individual commander,
comparative measurements of the actual size of
operational staffs are difficult to make. Still,
German staffs typically comprised only 7% of the total
strength of their units, while American staffs would
comprise 11.2% of the total strength."1

Effective Allied operational staffs ended up
emulating this approach in an ad hoc fashion, with the most successful Allied operational commanders developing and maintaining a small cell of trusted agents around them that functioned in a very similar fashion to the German system. Montgomery’s 21st Army Group Tactical Army Command Post consisted mainly of signal (including cryptographic), liaison staff (higher/lower and adjacent), a self-defense force, and in Montgomery’s own words, “a very small operations staff.”

Patton’s staff presented an interesting case. His Table of Organization and Equipment for the Third Army Staff called for 244 officers and 800 enlisted members. In actual operations across France, however, it had 801 officers alone, and with its supporting ancillary units (signal, air defense, cavalry, MP), it totaled between 3,500 and 4,500 personnel.” However, Patton’s actual battle staff was very small. His small cell of trusted agents and advisors met informally every morning at 0800 and included the Chief of Staff, the G-2 and the assistant G-2, the G-3, the G-4, the Chief of Staff of the XIX Tactical Air Command, and Patton himself."

After the Second World War, the emergence of the nuclear battlefield contributed to an operational and strategic view even more extended and non-linear. Distinctions between the front and rear became
increasingly blurred.” Nuclear warfare was the predominant concern of the period.

Soviet writers continued to emphasize the need for strict centralization of control”, particularly due to nuclear issues and the desire of the political element to be involved in military matters. This aspect of centralized control assumed ever-increasing importance”, mainly due to the potential dangers associated with nuclear conflict. Now, an extended nuclear battleground potentially threatened entire societies, due to its ability to target and destroy previously safe target areas.

Soviet operational staff design changes exhibited a nuclear focus. These changes included an emphasis on civil defense” and a robust traffic control capability.” These adjustments were all functions of the concerns associated with nuclear warfare. At the same time, the integration of automated support to troop leading procedures further reinforced the Soviet precept of centralized control.”

The actual effects of the explosive increase in technology associated with the post World War II era were not to simplify the commander’s role, but to make it all the more complex. One of the results of this was that technology appeared to be adding to the actual size of staffs, not reducing them as had been thought
possible. Much of this phenomenon can be explained by the US proclivity merely to increase the staff by an additional special staff officer whenever the advent of a new technological application required it, rather than readdressing the actual function of the staff mechanism.

To concentrate the resident combat power in modern forces across the extended battlefield required even more elaborate headquarters and elaborate staffing procedures. There has always been a tendency for staff organizations to grow. Growth stemmed, in large part, due to the outgrowth of technological specialization as well as a continued division of the increasing administrative and managerial tasks. This greater workload was associated with a more diverse, deployed force concerned with military preparedness and occupation duties.

An increase in the size of operational staffs in this modern era was not limited to Western armies, nor solely tied to technological complexity. By their very nature, military staffs continue to grow. Even a relatively unsophisticated force from a technological perspective such as the People’s Liberation Army of China would experience the burdens of an overmanned staff organization.

The historical analysis demonstrates that a
linkage exists between changes in the conditions of warfare and the staff. As the battlefield has become more complex and distributed, commanders have continually turned to the institution of the staff to assist them in meeting increased requirements for control. Although each nation state’s experience has varied, the growth of the staff has followed one of two approaches. Both approaches proved effective for their users.

The first approach is typified by the traditional Napoleonic line and staff model which was formally used by the French, British, and US forces. The battlefield grew in complexity, usually as a function of additional technological growth. Then the staff also grew, in order to provide specialized functional expertise in that new technology.

The other approach is best represented by the German generalist staff method, with its underlying philosophy of a small cell of trained generalists who concentrated on tactical and operational matters, diverting the absolute minimum of attention required to handle other tasks.
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT STAFF STRUCTURE

"New weapons of warfare call for the total and radical reorganization of methods of warfare, and he who falls asleep during this process of re-organization may never wake up."

Tukhachevsky

Unfortunately, there is a permanence to the likelihood of war. Political realities dictate that warfare continues to be an avenue for resolving conflict. An accompanying, ongoing need for an efficient armed force is then also envisioned. C2 plays a key role toward satisfying requirements for efficiency in armed forces.

Today's commander makes use of many types of specialized assistance in assisting him in the conduct of command, to include the staff. The institution of the staff remains one of the commander's most basic of methods for exercising control.

At any level, the staff functions as the brain of the military organism, providing both a control function as well as a mechanism for feedback. At the operational level, the control function associated with staff operations becomes especially important. At this level, observers encounter the intellectual struggle of opposing minds, as well as forces. With this
emergence of an intellectual approach to war on the part of operational level commanders, the support of their staff becomes crucial.

C2 functions take place at all echelons of the chain of command. Consequently, it is one of the most attractive areas for potential payoffs and improvements. The increased uncertainties facing today's military mark C2 as a key area for study and review. In this manner, adjustments to the existing staff structure and makeup are the focus for the remainder of this paper.

First, an examination of the mechanism of the staff itself seems in order. The current vehicle for exercising control at the operational level of war remains the traditional line and staff model with its hierarchial approach. The staff portion of this arrangement has retained its Napoleonic nature even though many examples exist where, in actuality, commanders gathered a small cell of trusted advisors and agents around themselves in order to expedite C2 functions.

While the processes associated with C2 have remained relatively unchanged within US Army practice from the G-Staff structure of Pershing's era, the face of warfare itself has changed. Attributes of this change include ever-greater potential for confusion and
increased requirements for C2 due to extended battlefields, massive lethality, high mobility, greater weapons ranges, extended lines of communications for US forces, and short notice or no notice deployments."

This shift in the face of war also envisions a continued movement toward low-intensity conflict, characterized by irregular forces. Though irregular in nature, these forces are increasingly armed with very lethal weapons, and possess a different understanding of how war is conducted."

Superimposed over this entire situation is the ongoing march of technology. The continuity of change is reinforced with the prospects for increasingly sophisticated technologies on the battlefield."
These include the incorporation of cruise missiles, robotic mines, the advent of space, and a new generation of information technologies."

In an attempt to maintain an element of control within this environment, the US employs a traditional approach to staffing. This places an emphasis on individual staff responsibilities and processes. This approach allows for the development of very detailed products in excruciating detail" but may now be less than attractive. Still, there is a continued need for a C2 capability, one now capable of rapid adaptation to a variety of diverse requirements in a responsive
manner.

The point of this is that the existing C2 process and the systems that support that process are not creatures of any modern way of war. Instead, they are the natural manifestation of past efforts at achieving control. This has evolved into a case of function following established form, rather than form following function.

It seems relevant to select a staff mechanism that is most viable to future expectations of need. The present commanding general of TRADOC, GEN Franks has cautioned against any tendency to:

"... be captured by our current command post fixations, large tactical staffs; nor our current programs to essentially make more efficient a worn-out C2 engine."100

Today's model for an operational/corps equivalent staff encumbers potential rapid information transfer and processing in favor of a detailed approach that ultimately build consensus among the staff. Consider the current doctrinal extended line and staff hierarchy that supports five separate coordinating staff offices, twenty nine individual special staff offices, and five personal staff offices.101 The potential for key staff elements missing key information or participation in action is directly tied to that relevant staff
section's relative proximity to the action in question.

The actual effects of this hierarchy approach a level of ridiculousness in terms of size. This is especially true if the individual staff offices are manned at traditional staffing levels. Even a relatively austere and light Army Corps such as the XVIII Airborne Corps took three days to establish its Main Command Post at a recent Battle Command Training Program exercise at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. This one headquarters element alone contained over 300 troops. The existence of an effective staff that can truly function as an army's brain becomes increasingly important as staffs continue to act as a reinforcement for and extension of the commander's will.

Still, the utility of the present day staff remains in its ability to process information and ideas. Accompanying society's movement into the Information Age is an increasing awareness of the military's movement into the capabilities offered by information warfare. This reflects the growing awareness of a military that is increasingly intellectually based in its conduct of war. The actual conduct of military operations today is combined in nature, within an organization's battlespace. Within this domain, the various
battlefield operating systems support and interact with each other. The structure of the C2 process should reflect the strategy and the actual employment of fighting organizations in the field. In actuality, a commander's system for C2 is actually a web of interrelated subsystems extending from the center of the organization's battle space and radiating outward. However, the vehicle given to exercise control for today's operational commander has remained a C2 system consisting of the staff that is little changed in form, with its lineage clearly identifiable in both its World War I origins and its functional orientation dating back to the time of Napoleon.

The Napoleonic model worked well in a deliberative approach that deliberately created a functionalist, discrete view of war. Yet the capabilities afforded by modern C2 systems can break down artificial hierarchial barriers, providing a qualitatively new dimension to the battlefield. Instead, the US approach continues to maintain a ponderous staff organization. This approach systematically provides a collective measure of insurance against individual incompetence of the part of any single member by using a very deliberate, consensus building approach. (The intentions behind this collective insurance against
individual incompetence date back to Western observations of the value of the Prussian General staff system. This system guarded against well-intentioned, but militarily naive, leaders who had been placed in positions of responsibility as a consequence of politics or birthright.

A staff structure that reflects today's interrelationships and is small and agile seems to be of value. The generalist approach of a small cell of trained staff officers in close proximity to the commander would merely serve to doctrinally validate a successful way of doing business. The rapid decision cycle required for operations in today's increasingly diverse environment looks for a type of structure that can rapidly process and manage information throughout the commander's battlespace involving the relevant players.

The envisioned environment for future US military operations is murky at best, but does contain some notable characteristics. The most striking point is that the need for effective C2 will be more pronounced than ever. This naturally follows in an environment of uncertainty. The only real certainty that can be anticipated is that change itself will continue to be constant. This phenomenon of wrestling with change is not new. It has existed
all societies at all times."

Within this diverse environment of operations, a deployment and mobilization capability that can quickly develop the appropriate force package and deploy it has become increasingly important. Tentative generalizations include envisioning a continuous tempo of operations, using lines of communication to concentrate and strike at a distant foe. The need for an army to be able to conduct power projection operations, project a credible deterrent capability, and effectively participate in operations other than war has grown.

The mission requirements associated with an army force projection capability are largely associated with force development/generation and subsequent deployment of force packages. These two areas have become particularly important in determining the success or failure for any future operation to include those of a peacekeeping or peace enforcement nature.

Within the focus of supporting the generation and deployment of forces, the impact of logistics has taken on greater meaning. Logistics plays a key role in the performance of these functions. Since logistics plays such a key role in full-dimensional operations, a doctrinal analysis of the staff's ability to facilitate logistics is in order.
The imperatives that characterize logistics are include Anticipation, Integration, Continuity, Responsiveness and Versatility, and Improvisation. They reflect the increasing role of logistics, as a combat function, in the planning and execution of future operations, and are particularly important in a force projection environment. Within this framework of analysis the role and functioning of the content of individual staff offices is examined.

The successes of the US Army’s most recent experiences are notable. The Army studies its experiences in an effort to learn from the past. The US Army process for the organized collection of observations and significant experiences resides within the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL). For this study, CALL observations were assessed and supplemented by a range of observations, including other official government reports and individual observations. At the operational level, these observations as a whole indicate deficiencies in the areas of staff transportation expertise, an increased need for liaison officers to support joint, combined and coalition activities, expertise in information management (including associated artificial intelligence efforts), increased space awareness, a capability for contracting, and the conduct of continuous operations.
Within the realm of transportation expertise, current staffing at Army Corps level for the Corps transportation office only supports two positions. Such austere manning does not readily support the characteristic of continuity in the execution of round-the-clock operations. Severe penalties are associated with improper staff planning for transportation considerations, such as the grounding of vessels at loading berths in the harbor of Savannah, Georgia. In this case, forces deployed with combat loaded vehicles while planning for the vehicles considered them unloaded. Peacetime Unit Automated Equipment Lists were outdated, and did not reflect the upload of ammunition or other combat supplies on the vehicles.

Increasing the existing manning levels for transportation planners at higher tactical and operational levels would help in promoting an awareness of the criticality of transportation planning and would also support the concept of continuity, with transportation planners available at any time to support continuous operations.

The next area in need of staffing adjustments is in a robust liaison capability. This is a recurrent theme throughout the research process. An essential element of operational command is a system of liaison
officers. Patton and his staff recognized that a liaison capability is vital in combat. The need for liaison officers has become more prevalent with the increased emphasis on combined and coalition warfare.

Since the advent of the Second World War, the US has a demonstrated record of success in coping with the often disparate mixes of forces to be found in a coalition environment. The forecast for future coalition participation in any operation, with the exception of very limited minor contingencies, is assured. The probability is very high, then, that any future conflict involving US forces, will be coalition warfare.

Army doctrine recognizes the advantages accrued by the use of liaison officers and the benefits that they offer. Through personal contact, liaison officers facilitate the promotion of cooperation, coordination, and exchange of essential information.

As a caveat, merely paying lip service to the idea of a liaison capability is not useful. At the operational staff level, liaison needs are for officers who possess vast experience within their parent service, so they can better understand the needs and requirements of their own organizations while promoting liaison with combined or coalition partners. Again, the utility of a form of generalist staff
The modern command and control structure must increasingly rely on the efficient exchange of information and more importantly ideas. Modern technological capabilities to transfer ever increasing amounts of data without concurrently addressing how that data stream is manipulated, or even initiated in the first place, can overwhelm our existing pipelines and nodes for information. The addition of ever more data may, in fact, make a commander’s quest for control more complicated since extraneous information only adds to the inherent chaos of war.

A revolution in modern information processing technologies made possible by the synergism between communications and automated data processing equipment has occurred. Industry and education has recognized this trend. The potential of artificial intelligence and information management offers capabilities for automation adaptability, self-maturing or learning through experience, and of a distributed nature across the battlefield.

Still, within the environs of the military staff, computer and business skills are only fine as long as they are used to complement, not replace, the ability to fight. Now is the time to truly discipline the information system and use officers skilled in
techniques such as those made possible by the emerging field of information engineering. This will make it possible to determine and process only the really important data needs that have previously been so elusive to managers.\textsuperscript{132}

The realm of high technology has also extended into a greater awareness of space and its impact on military operations. Commanders have begun to recognize the potential, as a force multiplier, of space systems that support the operational commander and his formations.\textsuperscript{133}

The most visible changes in C2 in the twenty first century will be procedural in nature\textsuperscript{124} and will continue to shrink the battlefield. At the same time, certain functions will extend in depth into the battlefield, particularly as the Army moves away from a forward presence basing mode and into a force projection mode. The significance of an on-site contracting capability to assist the operational level commander is greater than ever before. The Desert Shield experience was noteworthy in demonstrating the effectiveness of contracting officers operating to purchase and ensure the provisioning of goods and services to arriving forces as\textsuperscript{135}

Finally, the sustained tempo of military operations will place more emphasis on the continuous
nature of operations. Command posts will operate twenty four hours a day--before, during, and after combat operations. This emphasis on continuous operations implies a measure of robustness and agility to the staff that has not been supported with requisite resourcing.

Extending the concept of split-based operations to other than logistical functions has come increasingly to the forefront. Modern telecommunications, large capacity data transmissions and satellite technology provide the technological capability to extend split-based operations to other battlefield functions. The positive effects of split-basing include reducing the serried ranks of techno-specialists existing within current staff structures. This is possible since the specialists can perform their relevant duties at locations other than in the operational battlefield. This would assist in the reduction of traditional manning levels associated with Communication Zone or Theater housekeeping chores and activities.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

"A reorganization would be no more painful than backing into a buzz saw, but I believe that it is long overdue."

Secretary of Defense Robert Lovett
A basic change in the context of how the US Army considers C2 is necessary. The manner in which C2 processes support the battlefield needs to be directly related to the fundamentals of battlefield design. This approach is better than simply passively accepting an anachronistic, hierarchial approach to the mechanism of the staff. In supporting Army operations, a studied approach of the functioning of the mechanism of the staff structure itself needs to be foremost in the minds of modern force designers. Blind acceptance of the utility of the traditional line and staff model is in direct conflict with the doctrinal ideas of battlespace and integrated systems that we expect commanders to employ on the battlefield.

It is within this context that the role of the staff’s structure needs to be considered. Acceptance of the concepts proposed in this paper lend themselves to a dramatic revision of the mechanism of actual staff processes. Acceptance of the basic construct of the integrated generalist staff approach would offer fresh insights into the design of basic C2 system and processes.

Regardless of the acceptance of this approach, certain modifications to the content of the operational staff appear to be in order. These include a need to increase the depth of transportation staffs, an
increasing need for more liaison officers, increased staffing of officers capable of exploiting high-technology capabilities associated with information engineering and space, contracting officers, and overall requirements for increased robustness in staff manning levels to support continuous operations.

These incremental staff adjustments can be made along with a fresh approach in the need for functional expertise. An extension of the concept of split-basing logistics can be made to other disciplines. Technology feeds can provide an avenue for specialized functional expertise on an as required basis, while not incumbering a modern command post with the physical presence of these specialists. This approach supports the generalist philosophy for operational staffs, while allowing for appropriate staff expertise to be made available to the commander, when required.

CONCLUSION

Commanders look to the staff to assist them in the processes associated with control. The ambiguities associated with current and emerging operational environments mark the institution of the staff as increasingly important.

History demonstrates that there is a linkage
between changes in battlefield conditions and changes to the staff. Commanders grapple with battlefield change and adjust the staff to support their needs for C2.

As the Army continues to wrestle with change, it is prudent to review the various mechanisms that are provided to the commander to assist him with the processes associated with C2. A review of doctrine, lessons learned, and emerging needs suggests that adjustments to staff structure and content would be of value.

Issues of timeliness and responsiveness suggest that the line and staff approach to C2 needs is at discord with the doctrinal approach that the Army takes to warfighting. In actuality, small cell of generalists accompany the commander and act as an extension of his will, assisting him in control. Specific requirements for functional expertise are currently satisfied with ponderous staffs taken to the field, but technology makes that approach no longer necessary.

A recognition of the battlespace concept and the use of a small cell of generalists surrounding the commander, supplemented on an as required basis by split-based functional staff elements would go a long way toward reducing staff size, increasing
responsiveness, and would align C2 processes with doctrinal approaches to warfighting.
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